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Fly with us to the land of happiness
BHUTAN AIRLINES

Welcome to Our Sky Shopping
Discover the joy of Inflight Duty Free shopping with Bhutan Airlines’ Sky Shopping service. We take 

pleasure in offering you an array of Duty Free products from world renowned luxury brands to choose 
from and buy onboard your flight. Please feel free to shop in the sky and enjoy!

Our Sky Shop selection includes Fragrances, Cosmetics, Skin Care, Jewellery, Watches, Accessories & 
Liquor for all occasions, be it a lovely gift for someone special or something special for yourself.

Thank you for flying Bhutan Airlines, and happy Sky Shopping.

Enjoy Your Flight! 

Payment Terms 

Payment is only by cash in USD, INR, THB, BTN. No coins will be accepted. Exchange rates are as per the country's latest 
updated bank rates.
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01.
SIGNATURE EDP 75ML

A sublime rose fragrance. At the heart of the Eau de Parfum, the Chloé rose: dazzling and delicate. A velvety bouquet interlacing floral 
notes of magnolia and honeyed accents of amber. The luxurious pleated glass bottle is crowned with a silver plate and enlaced with the 
iconic beige ribbon. A new addictive way to wear Chloé. Feminine. Natural. Chic.

US$ 105

02.
LOVE STORY EDP SPRAY 75ML

A floral love story, the Maison’s fresh and sensual Eau de Parfum opens the heart with stephanotis jasmine — the flower of happiness 
— and seduces with luminous orange blossom notes. The unforgettable essence of seduction and freedom is finished with a padlock 
design to symbolise love and romance. A delicate ribbon knotted casually on the side complements the femininity of the pleated glass. 
Size: 75ml (2.5 fl oz), A fresh floral fragrance, Top: neroli, Heart: orange blossom, stephanotis jasmine, Base: cedar wood.

US$ 105

PERFUMES
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PERFUMES

03. 
NOMADE EDP SPRAY 75ML

Size: 75ml (2.5fl oz), A woody fragrance with floral notes, Top: Mirabelle plum, Heart: Freesia, Base: Oak moss, Embrace a spirit of 
adventurous femininity uplifted by distant horizons and inspiring encounters: Chloé Nomade Eau de Parfum is a woody fragrance with 
fresh, floral notes.

US$ 105

DUTY FREE 

04.
MINI DUOS SET (20ML X 2)

Discover Chloé flower meadow, celebrating Mother’s Day in a poetic landscape. Take a walk into this colourful nature, breathing the 
scent of roses. This duo mini set contains: •Chloé Eau de Parfum for Women 20ml •Chloé Nomade Eau de Parfum 20ml.

US$ 59



4

05.
CANDY GLOSS EDT 50ML

Prada Candy Gloss is a new expression of the Prada 
woman, where femininity is excessive yet tender, 
and where indulgence is always sophisticated. Juicy, 
sparkling and intensely joyful: Prada Candy Gloss is a 
sensual sorbet, sweet as acid cherry and solar as the 
orange blossom. A fruity bouquet with hints of rose and 
musk.

US$ 92

06.
GOOD GIRL EDP 80ML

A weapon of seduction for the woman who wears it. 
Reveal your good side through the luminous facet 
of tuberose and the best quality Sambac Jasmine. 
Dare your bad side through addictive notes of 
roasted Tonka beans and Cocoa.

US$ 114

DUTY FREE 

PERFUMES



DUTY FREE 

07.
SIGNORINA EDT 50ML

A fragrance to celebrate a girls’s most joyful and vivacious moments. Exceptionally fresh with sensations of rose and 
rice steam coloured with feminine floral and fruity tones on a milky woody dry-down.

US$ 84

08.
LADY MILLION EDP 80ML

Lady Million. Diamond-bright because decadence is thrilling. A trail of white flowers awakens the skin with fresh 
notes and exudes an intimate woody warmth.

US$ 116
5

PERFUMES
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09.
WHITE TEA EDP 100ML

White Tea Eau de Parfum, a concentration of the 
beloved scent, is crafted by master perfumers using 
exquisite ingredients. Using VivaScentz™ technology 
to harmonize key White Tea notes, the fragrance 
promotes a sense of well-being. At its heart is rose 
in rare forms, mate leaves from South America, 
Venezuelan tonka bean, amberwood, and a trio of 
musks.

US$ 66

10.
WHITE TEA MINIATURE SET (10ML X 3)

- White Tea Original
- White Tea Mandarin Blossom
- White Tea Ginger Lily 

From Elizabeth Arden, the creator several 
iconic and bestselling fragrance collections, 
the White Tea Collection Mini Coffret includes 
the original crisp and vibrant floral, Mandarin 
Blossom which evokes an air of festivity and 
Ginger Lily, imbued with the uplifting energy 
of spice and white cedarwood for an earthy 
sensuality.

US$ 45

09.
WHITE TEA EDP 100ML

White Tea Eau de Parfum, a concentration of the 
beloved scent, is crafted by master perfumers using 
exquisite ingredients. Using VivaScentz™ technology 
to harmonize key White Tea notes, the fragrance 
promotes a sense of well-being. At its heart is rose 
in rare forms, mate leaves from South America, 
Venezuelan tonka bean, amberwood, and a trio of 
musks.

US$

PERFUMES
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12.
5TH AVE NYC LOVE EDP 75ML

A romantic fragrance, 5th avenue NYC LOVE layers a 
bouquet of peony, orange blossom and gardenia over notes 
of sandalwood and patchouli. With a lingering hint of green 
pear and mandarin oil, it’s a beautifully enveloping scent 
that channels the passion of an exhilarating love.

US$ 48

11.
TRUE LOVE EDT 100ML

The essence of eternal love, this romantic floral 
blends top notes of freesia, lily of the valley and white 
cloud rose with a heart of jasmine and lotus. 
In closing, it's warm sandalwood and cedar base 
notes blend for an effect as intoxicating as love, itself.  

US$ 29 

13.
PALOMA PICASSO PARFUM EDT 30ML

Paloma Picasso by Paloma Picasso is a Chypre Floral fragrance for women. Paloma 
Picasso was launched in 1984. The nose behind this fragrance is Francis Bocris. Top 
notes are Carnation, Coriander, Rose, Angelica, Neroli, Bergamot and Amalfi Lemon; 
middle notes are Patchouli, Hyacinth, Jasmine, Ylang-Ylang and Mimosa; base notes are 
oak moss, Civetta, Castoreum, Vetiver, Sandalwood, Musk and Amber.

US$ 22

DUTY FREE 

PERFUMES
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14.
HAPPYTM PERFUME SPRAY

A hint of citrus. A wealth of flowers. A mix of emotions. 
Our best-selling women’s fragrance interplays fresh, 
vibrant notes-ruby red grapefruit, bergamot-with soft, 
sensual ones—Hawaiian wedding flower, spring mimosa. 
Wear it and be happy. 

US$ 39

15.
HAPPYTM FOR MEN

Cool. Crisp. A hint of citrus. A refreshing scent for men. 
Wear it and be happy. 

US$ 39

PERFUMES
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17.
MINIATURE SET - 
TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE (10ML X 4)

A giftable set of BOSS fragrance miniatures, 
for him.
This set contains:
1 x 10ml BOSS Bottled Eau de Toilette
1 x 10ml BOSS Bottled  Eau de Parfum
1 x 10ml BOSS Bottled Infinite Eau de Parfum
1 x 10ml BOSS The Scent Eau de Toilette

US$ 58

10

PERFUMES

16. 
BOSS BOTTLED DUO EDT (50ML X 2) - TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

Designed with the modern man in mind, this combines elegance & style in a confident, contemporary fragrance. 
Fresh & fruity top notes reveal a spicyfloral heart that dries down to a vibrant, masculine harmony of sandalwood, 
cedar and vetiver.

US$ 94
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18. 
CK ONE EDT (100ML X2)  - TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

Ck One is a naturally clean, pure, and contemporary fragrance with a refreshingly new point of view. This light, relaxed scent is 
meant to be used lavishly. Ck One Eau de Toilette can literally be splashed all over the body. It is an intimate fragrance, one that 
you need to be near to smell.

US$ 63

19.
MAN DUO EDT (75ML X 2)

An optimistic fragrance for a liberated soul, HUGO Man is 
presented in a sleek, modern flask with a strapped-on cap, 
designed for men on the move. This set contains: - 75ml 
HUGO Man Eau de Toilette - 75ml HUGO Man Eau de Toilette.

US$ 67

PERFUMES
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20.
ARTISAN EDT SPRAY 75ML

John Varvatos Artisan embodies the lost art of craftsmanship with a modern edge. The distinctly masculine flask is housed in a hand-
woven, rich caramel coloured rattan with signature intricacies that mark a one-of-a-kind creation.

US$ 60

21.
MINIATURE SET (15ML X 3)

This set features three ready-for-travel John Varvatos favorite fragrances for men with the modern sophistication & refinement of the John 
Varvatos fashion collection. Match your mood with scents ranging from woody to citrus. John Varvatos Heritage Spicy and Woody with a hint 
of sweetness, Amber fragrance with Medjool Date, spicy heart of Coriander and Black Leather. John Varvatos Artisan Woody Floral Citrus 
with fresh notes of zesty Mandarin, Ginger and Belambre. John Varvatos Vintage Aromatic Chypre scent with warm, spicy notes of quince, 
patchouli and tobacco leaf. 

US$ 56

PERFUMES

MINIATURE SET (15ML X 3)MINIATURE SET (15ML X 3)MINIATURE SET (15ML X 3)MINIATURE SET (15ML X 3)
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23.
DRAKKAR NOIR EDT SPRAY 100ML

The Drakkar Noir man embodies strength, insolence & emotion. Powerful 
& explosive blend featuring stimulating lavender, lemon & mandarine 
orange top notes which play with a warm spicy herbaceous heart ending 
on a powerful woody base.

US$ 33

22.
PASSION FOR MEN COLOGNE SPRAY 118ML

Passion for Men, only Elizabeth Taylor could create such a 
dazzling masculine fragrance. Created to unlock the passion 
in each man who wears it and every woman who comes 
near, this distinctive woody amber fragrance is sensual with 
zesty top notes of Ginger, Bergamot, Armoise & Clove. At the 
center, spicy notes of Nutmeg, Cardamom, Thyme & Allspice 
are warmed by a velvet touch of Vanilla and subtle hints of 
exotic Woods, Musk & Vetiver. This intriguing fragrance is a 
long-lasting favorite for day into evening.

US$ 29

PERFUMES
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25.
MOISTURE BASICS (GEL) (125ML X 2)
MOISTURE BASICS (GEL) (125ML X 2)
Travel Exclusive: Discover the oil-free moisture “drink” 
developed by Clinique’s dermatologists to maintain 
optimal moisture balance for skins comfortable in the 
cheeks but oily in the T-Zone or oily all over. Dramati-
cally Different Moisturizing Gel works to soften, smooth, 
improve the condition and texture of your skin.

US$ 63

24.
MOISTURE SURGETM ULTRA HYDRATION

Travel Exclusive: A trio of moisture 
must-haves. Enjoy rapid and continuous 
refreshment with the Moisture Surge™ 
100-Hour Auto Replenishing Hydrator. All 
About Eyes™ diminishes the appearance of 
puffs and undereye circles. For an instant 
boost of hydration anytime, anywhere, 
there’s Moisture Surge™ Face Spray Thirsty 
Skin Relief. Perfect for use in-flight.

US$ 99

BEAUTY CULTURE
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27.
WATER SLEEPING MASK EX DUO 70ML

Overnight mask featuring Sleeping Micro Biome™ and enhanced Pro-biotics Complex that strengthen the skin’s defense to realize 
a well-slept, bright and clear complexion.

US$ 52

26.
PERFECT RENEW YOUTH REGENERATOR 40ML

Total anti-aging essence that reduces five signs of early 
skin aging.

US$ 62

BEAUTY CULTURE
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28.
FACE & EYE DUO 30/30 CAPSULES

Pure, potent and perfectly paired for your travels: 
Advanced Ceramide Capsules Daily Youth Restoring 
Serum and Advanced Ceramide Capsules Daily Youth 
Restoring Eye Serum together in a set.

This set contains:
Advanced Ceramide Capsules Daily Youth Restoring 
Serum, 30 capsules Now with advanced technology for 
a youth-restoring boost. Retexturize and revitalize the 
look of skin for a visibly smoother, firmer and youthful 
appearance. 
New Advanced Ceramide Capsules Daily Youth Restoring 
Eye Serum, 30 capsules
Reduce the appearance of aging signs and revitalize and 
brighten the eye contour. Skin looks firmer, tighter and 
more resilient.

US$ 65

29.
VISIBLE DIFFERENCE REFINING MOISTURE CRÈME COMPLEX 100ML

This classic formula cushions skin with moisture and provides an occlusive barrier to prevent moisture loss. Seeing is Believing. Tests 
show a significant reduction in the appearance of fine dryness lines and a dramatic improvement in skin's appearance. Dermatologist, 
allergy and clinically tested.

US$ 29

VISIBLE DIFFERENCE REFINING MOISTURE CRÈME COMPLEX 100ML

This classic formula cushions skin with moisture and provides an occlusive barrier to prevent moisture loss. Seeing is Believing. Tests 
show a significant reduction in the appearance of fine dryness lines and a dramatic improvement in skin's appearance. Dermatologist, 

BEAUTY CULTURE
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32.
ALL PURPOSE SKIN CREAM 75ML

Made from six of nature’s most powerful healing ingredients. Use as a facial 
moisturiser, eye cream, hair conditioner, lip balm, nail and cuticle conditioner, 
and to treat conditions like eczema, psoriasis and atopic dermatitis. Also perfect 
to help prevent stretch marks, fade scars and heal blemishes.

US$ 35

30.
HYALURONIC ACID MOISTURISING CREAM 
21% ACTIVE COMPLEX 50ML

Barcelona born Skin Generics luxury Hyaluronic 
Acid Cream-Gelcontains 21% of moisturizing 
properties with optimal results after a daily 
use. With its Low Molecular Weight Hyaluronic 
Acid it penetrates the skin to provide incredible 
daily moisture thanks to its Korean Inspired 
formulation and texture. Diglycerin and 
Lipomoist® will boost the skins collagen levels 
whilst Lipochroman® is an antioxidant and 
eliminates free radicals. Vegan, Cruelty Free, 
No parabens, Dermatologically Tested.

US$ 33
MADE IN UK

BEAUTY CULTURE

31.
HYALURONIC ACID MOISTURISING SERUM 28% ACTIVE COMPLEX 30ML

Barcelona born Skin Generics Hyaluronic Acid Serum contains 28% of moisturizing 
properties with optimal results after a daily use. With its Low Molecular Weight 
Hyaluronic Acid this luxurious serum deeply penetrates the skin to provide daily 
moisture below the skins surface. The Collagen increases the skins elasticity as well 
as containing Aloe Vera to regenerate the epidermis. The Hawaiian Algae will act as 
a film to avoid dehydration. Cruelty Free, No parabens, Dermatologically Tested.

US$ 33
MADE IN UK
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34.
THREE LOVE LIP, CHEEK & EYE TINT STICK (SET OF 3)

Travel light with this trio of multi-purpose lip, cheek and eye sticks. 
Create a flawless blush, a soft eyeshade and a bitten lip look 
in-one. These cheeky little multi-taskers are just perfect to pop 
in your handbag or suitcase for a quick getaway! Three Love is a 
triple-delivery formula that works as a sheer blush, hydrating lip 
tint and eyeshade in-one. Build and blend as you go, adding to the 
beautiful natural colour payoff. Hydration is key – enriched with 
shea butter, a highly moisturising ingredient to help soothe and 
smooth dry or fatigued skin for that effortless pop of colour.

US$ 30

33.
EIGHT HOUR LIP TINT TRIO

Multi-award winning Eight Hour® Cream is a must 
have beauty tool for celebrities, models, makeup 
artists and beauty experts.  In the form of a super-
protective, portable stick, it moisturizes, softens 
and smoothes lips. Helps relieve chapped, cracked 
lips and provides antioxidant protection with 
Vitamin E. Sunscreen ingredients (SPF 15) guard 
against the damaging effects of sun exposure. Now 
available in Original, Blush and Berry tinted shades 
in this Travel Exclusive set.

US$ 39

35.
RUNWAY READY ARTISTRY PALETTE

Fashion takes flight in an essential 18-pan curation for 
any-destination artistry. Perfectly packed with ultra-versatile, 
universally faltering neutrals– in Morphe’s signature matte, 
metallic, and shimmer finishes- this on-trend palette guarantees 
a stylish arrival, day or night, near or far.

US$ 32

BEAUTY CULTURE
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36.
VAMP! LIPSTICK SET OF 3 (NAKED SKIN /
TIMELESS ROSE / ICONIC RED)

Extreme colour lipstick with plumping treatment. 
A soft formula that embraces without being 
invasive, combining total glide with incredible 
comfort. The incredible pure and deep colour 
allows the lips to take centre stage. Enriched with 
a special plumping active ingredient for fuller, 
remodelled and defined lips.
The pack includes the following shades: 
# 100 - NAKED SKIN
# 204 - TIMELESS ROSE
# 303 - ICONIC RED

US$ 51
MADE IN ITALY

37.
VAMP! MASCARA STICK DUO - EXTREME (12ML X 2)

This volume building mascara is revolutionary in 
performance and formula and it is boosted, for an 
immediate extreme effect. Your lashes will gain amazing 
volume and intensity right from first stroke. The texture 
is very pigmented, fluid and it perfectly clings to lashes 
absolutely without weighing them down. The sinuous 
wand, designed by Pupa, has a double section and 
picks up maximum product quantity to immediately 
release it in a generous and homogeneous way.

US$ 32
MADE IN ITALY

BEAUTY CULTURE
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38.
TRAVEL TRIO FOR FEET, HANDS & NAILS
(75ML X 2, 15ML X 1) - TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

Achieve beautiful Hands and Feet on the go with this 
gorgeous Margaret Dabbs™ London set, which will 
instantly transform the way they look and feel. 

US$ 44

39.
FOOT HYGIENE CREAM 100G

The award-winning Foot Hygiene Cream is an expertly 
formulated treatment balm which will transform your 
feet from the first use. 

US$ 33

39.
FOOT HYGIENE CREAM 100G

The award-winning Foot Hygiene Cream is an expertly 
formulated treatment balm which will transform your 
feet from the first use. 

US$ 

formulated treatment balm which will transform your 
feet from the first use. 

US$ 
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O N E  B R A N D:  A  WO R L D  O F  O I L - I N FU S E D  B E AU T Y

DUTY FREE 

40.
50ML+25ML TRAVELLER SET 

Moroccanoil Treatment is the award-winning, revolutionary hair product 
that created the buzz on argan oil. Infused with antioxidant-rich argan 
oil and vitamins, this hair treatment detangles, speeds up drying time 
and boosts shine leaving hair nourished, manageable and smooth. The 
foundation for all hairstyling, it can be used as a conditioning, styling 
and finishing tool.

US$ 39

41.
HAIR REPAIR + MOISTURE TRIO

Moroccanoil Repair & Moisture Trio set includes three 
travel-sized essentials—all formulated with argan oil—
for weakened hair. Use Moisture Repair Shampoo and 
Conditioner to gently cleanse and condition, then style 
with Moroccanoil Treatment to smooth, detangle, and 
boost shine.

US$ 35

BEAUTY CULTURE
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42.
12.12 UNISEX WATCH

Lacoste reinvents the Lacoste.12.12 for a new generation as it 
reinterprets the brand’s signature watch in a sleek and minimalist 
design. With a new rounded and faceted 42mm case and matt-finish 
bezel, the timepiece is inspired by the iconic polo shirt. It features a 
crocodile at 3 o’clock, and a petit piqué pattern at the center of the 
silicone strap and the outer of the bold curved dial. 5ATM. 
Two year international warranty.

US$ 99

43.
12.12 LADIES WATCH

The iconic design details of the polo shirt are brought to 
the wrist with a sleek and modern reinterpretation of the 
Lacoste.12.12 for her. A petit-piqué pattern on the outer 
of the bold curved dial and the center of the silicone strap 
provides eye-catching detail, while a crocodile at 3 o’clock 
adds signature Lacoste branding. Two year international 
warranty.

US$ 99
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44.
LADIES AND GENTS WATCH SET

Classic and clean styling with sunray silver textured dials, gold plated 
hands and hour indices. The polished stainless steel cases are fitted with 
high quality leather straps.

US$ 95

45.
LADIES WATCH 

Stylish ladies BHPC watch. A stainless steel bezel with a unique crystal 
design on the bezel. Mother of pearl dial with silver markings. The dial 
includes the famous BHPC logo. Genuine red leather strap. Comes in a 
compact gift box.

US$ 37

46.
TASHA DUO LADIES WATCH SET

A unique concept of two watches for the price of one. One timepiece has 
a sun-brushed silver dial, stylishly adorned with sparkling crystals set on 
a magnificent two-tone (Silver and Rose Gold) bracelet strap. The other 
timepiece has a unique, oval dial and 60-seconds sub-dial with dazzling 
crystals around its bezel, set on an elegant black leather strap. Japanese 
quartz movements. Water resistant to 3 ATM/30m. Packed individually 
in elegant gift boxes, ready to be presented as a special gift for a special 
person, or as a well-deserved treat for yourself.

US$ 99
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49.
BLUE DIAL WITH BATONS GENTS WATCH

This Sekonda gents watch features a blue dial with day/date 
and rubber strap. Water resistant to 50m.

US$ 42

48. 
LADIES & GENTS DUAL GIFT SET  

This contemporary ladies and gents dual gift set is brought 
to you by Sekonda. The matching watches feature a white 
dial with batons. With black straps completing the look, these 
watches are perfect for every occasion.

US$ 89

47.  
OCEANIC ROSALINE WATCH AND JEWELLERY SET

A rose gold plated watch with a Japanese movement 
embellished with sparkling crystals and Swarovski 
Rosaline pearls accompanied by a set of matching 
earrings and an elegant pendant on a 18” chain. A 
chic matching set presented in a made to fit cream 
croc effect box.

US$ 99
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50.
44MM SILVERTONE STEEL MESH BLACK ROSE 3 EYE DIAL

44mm analog round silver-tone stainless steel mesh band watch. Features rose gold-tone 
coin edge bezel with black to brown ombre top and a rose gold-tone numeral seconds 
track. Multi-zone black dial with rose gold-tone hands and markers. Dial features day of 
the week, date, and 24-hour sub dials. Polished silver-tone stainless steel mesh band with 
stainless steel sliding adjustable buckle closure. Splash resistant.

US$ 64

51.
44MM SILVERTONE STEEL MESH GREEN 3 EYE DIAL

44mm analog round silver-tone stainless steel mesh band watch. Features 
silver-tone coin edge bezel with green top and a silver-tone numeral seconds 
track. Multi-zone green dial with silver-tone hands and markers. Dial features 
day of the week, date, and 24-hour sub dials. Polished silver-tone stainless 
steel mesh band with stainless steel sliding adjustable buckle closure. Splash 
resistant.

US$ 64

52.
MANHATTAN COLLECTION GENTS WATCH - GUNMETAL

This classic yet contemporary timepiece inspired by the uniqueness of New York City 
features a contemporary stealth like gunmetal dial. An alloy metal case, stainless steel 
case back and adjustable mesh band ensures durability.

US$ 58
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53.
ELLEGANCE COLLECTION ROSE GOLD LADIES WATCH 

The Elegance Collections features a Rose Gold Tone stainless
steel adjustable mesh strap, faceted mirrored glass & a 12 
stone index sunray dial

US$ 58

54. 
MOTIF COLLECTION SILVER TONE LADIES WATCH

The Motif Collection, perfect for the everyday wearer. This silver 
tone watch features a rose tone metalized glass bezel. A Genuine 
Diamond mounted in a miracle setting shines at 12 o’clock.

US$ 58

56.
MULTICOLORED DIAL SILVER LADIES WATCH

36mm analog round silver-tone adjustable link bracelet watch. 
Features polished silver bezel and an ombre rainbow dial with 
black outer minute track; silver-tone hands and markers. Polished 
silver-tone link bracelet and stainless steel fold over clasp closure 
with hidden double push button. Splash resistant.

US$ 49

55.
GREY METAL STRAP LADIES WATCH

23.5 x 33mm analog rectangular two-tone adjustable link bracelet 
watch. Features polished silver-tone case and gold-tone bezel. 
Silver-tone dial with black pattern inner track, gold-tone hands and 
markers. Polished outer silver-tone with polished inner gold-tone 
link bracelet band with jewelry clasp closure. Splash resistant.

US$ 49
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57.
GENTS DIGITAL WATCH

Let your over sized Digital Chronograph Resin Strap take you from 
the office to the gym. Features include time, seconds, day/date, 
chronograph with lap time, alarm, dual time, 12/24-hour time and 
backlight functions LCD Display. Water resistant to 330 Feet.

US$ 42

58.
LADIES DIGITAL WATCH

Statement making in a small package, this petite Digital 
Chronograph Resin Straps will have you ready to go. 
Resin Strap with Buckle Closure Features include 
hours, minutes, seconds, chronograph, alarm, second 
time zone and backlight functions LCD Display. Water 
resistant to 165 Feet.

US$ 36

59.
38MM WHITE STRAP RAINBOW CRYSTAL BEZEL LADIES WATCH 

38mm analog round white silicone band watch. Features polished gold-tone 
case with rainbow crystal bezel. White glossy dial with gold-tone hands 
and silver glitter markers. Smooth white silicone band with two loops and 
polished gold-tone stainless steel buckle. Splash resistant.

US$ 36

60. 
DIGITAL MENS WATCH CONTEMPORARY

An unique men’s digital watch carefully designed to 
combine utility and elegance. Large face design dial with 
5 pointers and Quartz movement. A stainless steel case, 
earth buckle clasp and faux leather strap for durable and 
comfortable wearing experience. Water resistant 3ATM.

US$ 30

GENTS DIGITAL WATCH LADIES DIGITAL WATCHLADIES DIGITAL WATCH



62.
ROSE GOLD 4PCS EARRING PACK

This pretty stud earrings set is the perfect way to mix up your look every 
day! With four fun designs to choose from, each in polished Rose Gold 
tone and set with shimmering crystals.

US$ 28

61.
SET OF 6 POLISHED HALF HOOP EARRINGS

Pretty, pretty, pretty an amazing everyday collection of six different 
pairs of polished and crystal set of mini hoop earrings. An absolute 
must have for every lady. Presented in a Buckley London Gift Box.

US$ 28

63.
GOLDEN BIRD NECKLACE

Think of adventure and traveling to new destinations as you wear 
this beautiful bird necklace. Plated in fashionable Gold, this necklace 
will complete your outfit. This charming necklace is 40cm long, with 
a clever 5cm extending chain so you can decide your own length!

US$ 28

DUTY FREE 

SPARKLING COLLECTION

28



66.
SHE BELIEVED SHE COULD SO SHE DID BRACELET  
DUO SET 

A travel exclusive design that’s not available on the high street, 
this silver-plated bracelet duo set is the perfect gift or treat for 
yourself. The adjustable slider design makes it easy to wear 
and the charm with message “She Believed She Could So She 
Did” has been created to inspire and empower.  

US$ 31

67.
LIVE AS YOU DREAM SILVER PLATED BANGLE

A travel exclusive design that’s not available on the high street, 
this silver-plated bracelet is the perfect gift or treat for yourself. 
The adjustable slider design makes it easy to wear and the bangle 
message “Live as You Dream” inspires and empowers. 

US$ 31

29DUTY FREE 
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65.
ROSE GOLD HEART SHAPE PENDANT AND NECKLACE

Equally graceful and flirty, this delicate pendant plated with 14 
karat Rose Gold and adorned with a shimmering heart crystal 
could easily be your own favourite daily piece or a delightful 
souvenir choice for a loved one.

US$ 34

64.
DUO BRACELET

Stunning rigid bracelet in 6mm White pearls with larger 12mm 
black pearls at each end. The elements are sterling silver and 
the bracelet wraps around the wrist for an easy and 
comfortable fit.

US$ 53
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68. 
TEMPTATION FLOWER BANGLE SET WITH 
EARRINGS

Delve into the fabulous world of a fairy tale - this 
gorgeous floral bracelet is the perfect present 
for the ones you love. Beautiful flowers and 
butterflies enameled with love in warm tones, 
combined with sparkling crystals and an elegant 
black velvet band. Comes with a free set of pink 
earrings. Length: 186 mm. With metal slider.

US$ 39

69.
MAGNET BROOCH SET ''MAGNETIZE IT''

Four noble styles for you to choose from with this eye catching Temptation magnet brooch set, hand-set with sparkling 
crystals. Whether on the blouse, on the shirt, the hat or on your favorite scarf - the brooches ensure your sophisticated look. 
Including two extra magnets.

US$ 32

70.
BAR NECKLACE 

FRIENDS TV Show necklace has a logo that is instantly 
recognisable to fans everywhere! Our FRIENDS logo bar 
necklace is on a delicate chain and would look great layered 
with other necklaces for impact. Made from silver plated zinc 
alloy 16-inch trace chain with a 2-inch extender.
Supplied on Branded FRIENDS Packaging The Carat Shop 
are the  licensed manufacturers of FRIENDS Jewellery & 
Accessories on behalf of Warner Bros.

US$ 17



72.
ENVELOPE CARD HOLDER - DUSTY PINK

This envelope card holder is the perfect accessory for the modern 
woman. The perfect size for carrying your essentials with you 
wherever you go, it will keep your cards protected in style. With an 
easily accessible stud fastening for all your on-the-go needs, this 
card holder is as chic as it is practical.

US$ 14

easily accessible stud fastening for all your on-the-go needs, this 
card holder is as chic as it is practical.

US$ 14

73.
MENS WALLET

Men’s Long Wallet, Flap style snap closure on the front, 10 
card slots, ID window, slip pocket and gusseted pocket.

US$14

71.
MINIWALLET - POLISHED NAVY 

The Secrid wallet fits every pocket and carries up 
to 10 cards as well as cash, business cards and 
receipts. Its patented mechanism gives access to your 
most-used cards without opening your wallet. The 
aluminum core protects your cards from bending, 
breaking and unwanted wireless communication. 
Every day, close to 100 people assemble our products 
responsibly at social enterprises in Holland. After all 
the various components have been assembled, every 
wallet receives its unique serial number as proof of 
authenticity.

US$ 114
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74.
UNISEX AVIATOR STYLE SUNGLASSES - BLACK 

Look great and protect your eyes from the sun with 
these unisex aviator-style Polarized UV400 sunglasses. 
Available in 2 colour combinations of  black lenses 
with black metal frames or grey lenses with gun metal 
frames 148mm (L) x 52mm (H).

US$ 24

75.
UNISEX AVIATOR STYLE SUNGLASSES - GREEN

Look great and protect your eyes from the sun 
with these unisex aviator-style Polarized UV400 
sunglasses. Available in 2 colour combinations of  
green lenses with black metal frames or grey lenses 
with gun metal frames 148mm (L) x 52mm (H).

US$ 24

76. 
STARRY NIGHT FOLDABLE TOTE BAG

Dutch artist Vincent van Gogh is one of the world’s 
most well-known artists. He only painted for about 10 
years, yet produced more than 2,000 works – all in his 
unmistakable, signature style. One of his most famous 
pieces, The Starry Night, is immortalised on this tote bag. 
Admire those sumptuous swirls and beautiful depiction 
of the nighttime sky wherever you go. Water resistant 
and Certified by OEKO-TEX® Standard 100. The bag 
measures 50x 42cm and can carry up to 20kg.

US$ 20
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77. 
OMNI BAND +

Keep track of your health and fitness with this ergonomically 
designed activity tracker that counts your steps and calories 
burnt and analyses your sleep patterns. Doubles up as a watch, 
syncs wirelessly with your smartphone and features an easy to 
read OLED screen and ultra-long-life battery that provides over 
2 months standby mode. Comes with 3 inter-changeable straps 
and charging cable.

US$ 52

78.
WIRELESS BUDS

Breo wireless headphones offer you premium audio Stylish with a 
gun metal finish plus giving a secure comfortable fit with our soft 
stay inear kit, perfect for the gym or leisure. They include a handsfree 
device with a built in control to skip tracks. Gives 4 hours of talk time 
and 150 hours standby.

US$ 36

79.
SBS SELFIE RING LIGHT

Elevate selfies with the LED Selfie Ring Light. Clip it to your smartphone 
for perfect lighting, and adjust brightness with a convenient button. Ideal 
for selfies, live streaming, or tutorials in low light. Universally compatible 
with any phone. USB-Micro USB charging cable included for easy 
recharging. Upgrade your selfie game effortlessly.

US$ 29



82. 
ALL-IN-ONE CHARGING CABLE

allroundo®, the all-in-one charging cable, enables charging of all common 
mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets. The adapters (Micro- USB, 
Lightning, 2x USB-C and USB-A) provide the right connection and guarantee 
secure data transfer. Its compact size makes allroundo® the perfect travel 
and everyday companion.

US$ 39

81.
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL SMART WAIST TRAVEL BAG WITH 
RFID BLOCKING COMPARTMENT

Slim, lightweight, multi-functional and unisex design with 3 
separate compartments that makes it perfect for carrying 
smartphones, money, credit cards or reading glasses. 
Comes with headphone jack cable hole.

US$ 22

80. 
HIGH PERFORMANCE (4.5A) FOUR-USB WORLD TRAVEL ADAPTER

High performance (4.5A) Travel Adapter features a universal outlet, 3 USB-A 
and the USB-C rapid charging port to recharge up to 4 portable devices at 
the same time. Get connected in over 160 countries. Built-in sliding plugs 
and double fuses compartment design with 3A charging technology for 
recharging most Type C devices and Macbook Air).  Safely connects most 
electronic travel appliances including smartphones, tablets, laptops. Power 
rating: 1320W at 220VAC or 660W at 110VAC. Perfect for travel. 
This is not a transformer.  

US$ 52

ACCESSORY WORLD
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83. 
SELFIE STICK

Take your selfies and groupies to the next level of photography with this 
lightweight, sturdy and extendable monopod. Includes remote Bluetooth 
shutter, 1/4 niche universal screw tripod mount , adjustable smartphone 
holder (which doubles up as an independent stand for your phone) and 
wrist strap. Compatible with all Smartphones (Android 4.3 and above, iOS 7 
and above), DSLR and GoPro cameras. 

US$ 19

85.
ULTRA SLIM LUGGAGE SCALE

Don’t ever worry about exceeding your luggage allowance with this high 
precision digital luggage scale. It allows you to accurately measure up to 50kg 
and features and ergonomically designed extended body for an easy and 
comfortable grip. Includes batteries.

US$ 15

84.
FLIGHTLITE - POCKET LIGHT

The Flightlite™ is an amazingly versatile pocket light. Fully dimmable 
and equipped with Memory Power Setting, the Flightlite's work light 
and spot light pivot and rotate to direct the light wherever you need it. 
A pocket clip, magnetic base and a kick stand / hanging hook give the 
FlightLite endless options of hands-free lighting. 
3 AAA batteries included. 

US$ 15



87.
COLLAPSIBLE MULTI-USE BOTTLE

Not just a bottle for any beverage, its a multi-use container for all activities, 
which you can roll up for easy storage. Use the bottle to boil water over a 
fire, as hot or cold compress, store your valuables to keep them dry. With 
a clip carabiner to backpacks or purses,  BPA-Free, microbial free silicone 
material, easy to clean from the inside or in the dishwasher, can be used in 
the microwave,  puncture-proof - will not break when dropped.

US$ 32

Not just a bottle for any beverage, its a multi-use container for all activities, 
which you can roll up for easy storage. Use the bottle to boil water over a 
fire, as hot or cold compress, store your valuables to keep them dry. With 
a clip carabiner to backpacks or purses,  BPA-Free, microbial free silicone 
material, easy to clean from the inside or in the dishwasher, can be used in 
the microwave,  puncture-proof - will not break when dropped.
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86. 
ZIPSTAR MOBILE SCREEN MAGNIFIER

This magnifier acts like a phone projector magnifying your phones screen 2 to 4 times the size. Perfect for watching movies 
whilst travelling. Offers an excellent viewing experience as it helps reduce strain on your eyes allowing you to enjoy your 
smart phone even more. Compact and lightweight it folds up easily to provide protection whilst not in use. Suitable with 
nearly all smartphones.

US$ 12



88.
3D PRINTING PEN

Draw on any surface or even in air with this ergonomically 
designed wireless 3D printing pen that’s safe, easy and fun 
to use. Comes with 20 meters of re-fillable filaments in 10 
different vibrant colours and a selection of design templates 
to get you started.

US$ 65

90.
MAGIC RAINBOW SCRATCH NOTES

Use the plastic stylus to reveal bright colours that are 
hidden underneath a matte coating. Jot notes, sketch 
doodles and create great designs. Perfect for keeping 
the children occupied whilst travelling.

US$ 7

US$ 65

90 91/92.
LED SPORTS DARK BLUE AND GREEN WATCH

Fun and vibrant digital time and date LED watch for kids. 
Silicone straps. Measurements: 23 x 2 x 1cm.

US$ 12 (Each)
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89.
BOUNCE - LITTLE MISS AND MR.MEN

Enjoy playing these rapid memory recall  and ’Spot the 
Difference’ games featuring the famous Little Miss and Mr. 
Men characters. Fun for all the family. Ideal as a gift or for keep 
kids entertained on a long journey.

US$ 15



94. 
MARTELL
CORDON BLEU 1L

Martell Cordon Bleu is the perfect 
emblem of the Martell style, remark-
able for its elegance and aromatic 
complexity. Cognacs can be classified 
into several different groups, but most 
connoisseurs agree that Martell Cor-
don Bleu is in a class of its own.

US$ 290

95. 
MARTELL
NOBLIGE 1L

A superbly stylish cognac whose 
name refers to the old French 
saying “Noblesse Oblige”, encap-
sulating the duty of commitment 
incumbent on people of  high 
rank, Martell Noblige is intended 
for those who prize the natural 
elegance of a great cognac.

US$ 113

93. 
ROYAL SALUTE 
21 YEAR OLD THE SIGNATURE BLEND 
SCOTCH WHISKY 70CL

The ultimate tribute. A prestigious and 
sumptuous blend of the finest and rarest 
whiskies from Scotland, has been aged for 
a minimum  of 21 years in oak casks before 
the Master Blender created this work of 
art. Its newly streamlined shape gives it a 
timeless look, embraces prestige, power and 
grace. Bottles available in a random 
assortment of sapphire, ruby, and emerald.

US$ 186
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95. 
MARTELL
NOBLIGE 1L

A superbly stylish cognac whose 

LIQUOR - PRE ORDER



96.
BALLANTINE’S
21 YEAR OLD SCOTCH WHISKY 70CL

The connoisseur’s blend of whisky, 
Ballantine’s 21 Year Old has supreme 
credentials. A sparkling gold colour,  
floral nose and aromatic palate give it 
a delightful complexity. Discerning con-
noisseurs regard Ballantine’s 21 Year 
Old  as the premium Scotch whisky. 
This sophisticated blend is a whisky to 
savour.

US$ 152

97. 
BALLANTINE’S
17 YEAR OLD SCOTCH WHISKY 70CL

Ballantine’s 17 Year Old is a prestigious 
whisky whose recipe, and careful combina-
tion of malt and grain whiskies from every 
region of Scotland, has remained unchanged 
for over 75 years. Its clear golden amber 
colour, refined sweet oak nose and 
luscious body make it one of the world’s 
most highly acclaimed classic whiskies. 

US$ 84

98.
CHIVAS REGAL
18 YEAR OLD SCOTCH WHISKY 75CL

A super-premium edition of the Chivas Regal 
House style. Chivas Regal 18 marries 85 
flavor notes to create a unique whisky with 
exceptional complexity, depth and flavor. 
A special and rare blend created by Master 
Blender Colin Scott.

US$ 94
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YOUR DUTY FREE ALLOWANCES
THE  DUTY FREE ALLOWANCES ARE PROVIDED AS A GUIDELINE AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

REFUND OR REPLACEMENT SERVICE AND POLICIES

IMPORTANT NOTICE

n All products carry a 100% guarantee of authenticity.
n Some items may not be available due to space limitations. Should a product of your choice not be available, please accept our             
  apologies.

Transit passengers will have restrictions on the carriage of liquids; aerosols and or gels (LAG’s) due to airport security reasons. 
Regulations differ from airport to airport. As such, it is advised to check with our cabin crew for further information.

Please note that refunds/replacements can only be made if it applies to the conditions below:

- Defective items must be returned for replacement only if prior notification has been given within 48 hours of        
 purchase.
- Defective items must be returned in its original condition, unworn or unused and in its original packaging with the 
 sales receipt or all related traveling documents (e.g. boarding pass, copy of e-ticket receipt) to Bhutan Airlines. 
 Upon safe receipt of returned goods, we can issue a refund or a replacement.

- Replacement of goods will be mailed directly to customer’s address and will include any incurred postage cost.
- Bhutan Airlines will not accept items which have been damaged due to abuse, misuse, accidents, alterations or 
 appear to have been used. Dutiable items may not be replaced due to local customs regulations. These may    
 include fragrances and cosmetics.

- Bhutan Airlines will refund money only if there is no stock of the items to be replaced.

- No refund will be made for liquids, aerosols or gels (LAG’s) that are confiscated by the airport security at LAG’s        
 affected airports.

Please direct your inquiries to the address below. 

Ugyen Namgyel
Dy. General Manager Duty Free Services

(Tashi Air Pvt. Ltd)
Paro International Airport
Paro, Bhutan
Mobile No: +975-77111425
E: ugyen.namgyel@bhutanairlines.bt

BHUTAN Spirits (1 litre of spirits)
Perfumes (60ml of Perfumes)

BANGKOK Spirits (1 litre of spirits)
Perfumes (Reasonable Quantity)

INDIA Spirits (2 litre of spirits)
Perfumes (60ml)

NEPAL Spirits (1 litre of spirits)
Perfumes (Reasonable Quantity)





NEW WHITE TEA EAU DE PARFUM
A new sensory experience to elevate your wellbeing

FIND your
MOMENT




